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Bears Fans, Friends, and Alumni,

Progress is being made.  It was another successful trip to Las Vegas for the Cliff Keen Invitational.  Overall, I feel our guys wrestled
very well as a whole and there are many positives to take away from the way we competed.  Even in our losses, we wrestled hard
and for the most part, only lost to opponents who were competing in the final session on Saturday afternoon.  Moving forward, our
guys will take a quick step back to focus on their finals before we lock in and prepare for the Southern Scuffle at the beginning of the
new year.

125lbs- Trey Andrews (4th place)

Trey continued his bid for the title of Mr. December as he became our first wrestler ever to place at this tournament for the third year
in a row.  Trey started strong out of the gates defeating a top 20 ranked opponent and the #2 seed and returning All-American
Connor Schram from Stanford on his way to the semi finals.  After a tough loss, Trey battled back for a 4th place finish.  We hope
Trey can continue to stay consistent for the remainder of the year.

133lbs- Rico Montoya (2-2)

Rico looked the best we have seen him all year and although he did not have the finish he wanted, I am happy with his progress. 
Rico continues to put himself in a solid position for qualifying for his first national tournament.

141lbs- Timmy Box (6th place)

Like the rest of our lightweights, Timmy started the tournament strong with a dominant win over another Top 20 opponent before
falling on the front side to the eventual champion.  On the back side, Timmy defeated another Top 20 opponent as well.  Timmy has
great leg attacks and will need to continue to stay on his offense in order to beat the best of the best.

149lbs- Ben Polkowske (0-2)

Ben struggled this weekend and was unable to get a victory.  I do not like making excuses for our guys, however, Ben was struggling
with illness this weekend.  We look forward to getting him back to 100% and continuing to be the guy that we saw at the beginning of
the year.

157lbs- Jimmy Fate (0-2)

Jimmy has been the recipient of some pretty tough draws lately and it continued this weekend as he lost to the 2nd and 3rd place
finishers.  Although only a true freshman, we think Jimmy can compete with anybody and look for him to continue making progress
and winning some of these matches down the road.
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and winning some of these matches down the road.

165lbs- Keilan Torres (3-2)

Keilan continues to move in the right direction.  He is more than capable of placing in a competition like this and as long as he
continues to get better every week, he will be our guy at this weight class.

174lbs- Dalton Robertson (0-2)

Dalton has yet to find his first victory while in our starting line up but I have a feeling we won't have to wait long.  Dalton's attitude is
excellent and he will continue to improve.  Currently, he is struggling with the strength of his opponents and like most freshman,
struggles from the bottom position.

184lbs- Dylan Gabel (2-2)

We saw a lot of good out of Dylan this weekend, and like Keilan, he is more than capable of winning at this level.  This was the first
tournament that Dylan has made it through of this level in his college career and with time, he will only continue to improve.  His
losses were to a couple of the best wrestlers in the country and with time and experience, he will win these matches.  Good news is
that Dylan is healthy and good to go for the second half of the season.

197lbs- No entry

285lbs- Jack Kuck (0-2)

Jack continues to struggle getting to his offense and getting off bottom. Over the next few weeks, we will look to take a step back
and work on his fundamentals.

--

Wrestling Room Renovation Project

Thank you to those of you who have already made a donation to our wrestling room renovation project.  Your support, will greatly
help us reach our goal of having a new wrestling room for next season.  If you have not made a gift yet, i have included the donation
link below.  All gifts are tax deductible so as we come to the end of 2016, please consider a gift to help us.  As always, if you would
like to speak about the project in greater detail, please feel free to email or call me any time.

http://www.unco.edu/crowdfunding/?cfpage=project&project_id=13378

 

--

 

GO BEARS!
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Troy Nickerson
Head Wrestling Coach
University of Northern Colorado
O: 970-351-2090
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